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Supplementary Text

We examined the shoulder months- April and June for the potential CGT influence
on SCP LLJs. The caveats in applying the same methodology used for LLJ classification
and the CGT index calculations for May to calculations for April and June are briefly
discussed here. First, we discuss the LLJ classification method in the context of April
and June. For classifying the LLJs into coupled or uncoupled type, we used the 66Cℎ
percentiles (66p) of CWA values over the CWA domain and the criterion for coupled
jets required that these 66p be exceeded over at least one-third of the CWA domain. This
criterion works optimally for May. We applied the same criterion for April LLJ classi-
fication with respective 66p CWA values and the criterion performs reasonably well in
segregating April C-UC LLJs. However the caveat here is that the CWA 66p values for
June over the CWA domain are much smaller as compared to April and May. It raises a
question about the relative strength of cyclonic wave activity over north-western America
in June, which might affect the coupling strength of LLJs to upper-level circulation and
hence the classification. Thus, we do not use this method to classify June LLJs. For June
and ensuing months, we suggest the use of two-pass AWA-CWA objective classification
method devised by Burrows et al. (2019), which is better suited for summer climatology.

Secondly, coming to the definition of CGT, as previously noted by Ding and Wang
(2005) for summer, the centers of action associated with CGT show a considerable shift
with months and also associated variance differs from month to month. Thus we define
a CGT index for each month (April-May-June) separately. We use the same four regions
as discussed in Section 2.c.1, with slight re-positioning in latitudes-longitudes to better
account for the CGT pattern in respective months. One-point correlation map of the
Z250 field with western Asia Z250 is used to optimize these boxes (Fig. S1). In April,
the CGT pattern is not well established enough over the Northern Hemisphere entirely to
show five distinct positive centers of action, specially over the Pacific Ocean. Though, a
weak east-west gradient in 2 m air temperature regression with April CGT is seen over
the continental United States, which is much weaker compared to May (Fig. S2). In
June, the CGT pattern is shifted much to the north over the Pacific and Northern America
as compared to that in May. The latitude band of these centers of action is consistent
with the mean upper-level winds in these months and shifts pole-ward in summer with jet
stream. Besides, June (and summer months) climatology has a strong regional influence
from the North Atlantic Subtropical High, with its seasonal westward progression (e.g.,
Cook et al. 2008; Li et al. 2012), which should be an important consideration for
summer LLJ teleconnection studies. Thus, we do not present the correlation coefficients
between CGT and LLJC-UC for April and June, due to one or the other caveat applicable
to these two months.
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Table S1: Years constituting the negative and positiveCGTyears, conditioned on positive
and negative PDO phases. Years included in composite means are in bold.

��) |%�$ Years

+��) | +%�$ 1902 1903 1904 1930 1932 1933 1935 1936 1938 1941 1942 1944 1978 1980
1981 1982 1983 1990 1991 1994 1995 1998 1999 2001 2006

−��) | +%�$ 1901 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1931 1934 1937 1939 1940 1943 1979 1984
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1992 1993 1996 1997 2000 2002 2005

+��) | −%�$ 1905 1906 1909 1912 1913 1915 1916 1917 1918 1922 1946 1948 1949 1950
1953 1955 1956 1957 1959 1961 1962 1965 1971 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977
2004 2007 2008 2010

−��) | −%�$ 1907 1908 1910 1911 1914 1919 1920 1921 1923 1924 1945 1947 1951 1952
1954 1958 1960 1963 1964 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1972 2003 2009
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Supplementary Figures
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Figure S1: One-point correlation map between area averaged Z250 over western Asia
(Box 1) and Z250 field for a) April, b) May, and c) June. Boxes labeled 1-4 show regions
used to calculated the CGT index in each month, while dashed boxes show all remaining
CGT centers of action.
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Figure S2: Monthly CGT index regressed with the same month’s daily 2m air tempera-
ture (K) for a) April, b) May, and c) June.
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Figure S3: CERA-20C ensemble-1 dataset: a) Composite differences of May 0600
UTC Z250 (m) between upper and lower quartile a) LLJC and b) LLJUC years. Z250
Q4-Q1 composite differences significant at 0.1 are stippled.
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Figure S4: CERA-20C ensemble mean dataset: Q4-Q1 Composite differences of
meridional winds at 250 hPa (m/s) in May for a) coupled LLJ Q4-Q1 and b) uncoupled
LLJ Q4-Q1. Solid black contours: southerly wind anomalies, dashed black: northerly
wind anomalies. V250 differences significant at 0.1 are stippled. c) Same as a but for
zonal winds (U250) at 250 hPa, d) Same as b but for U250. Differences are computed, for
example, by subtracting the V250 mean of the first quartile (0-25%) of LLJC frequency
years from the V250 mean of the fourth quartile (75-100%) of LLJC frequency years
(hereafter, Q4-Q1 composite).
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Figure S5: CERA-20C dataset: Q4-Q1 composites of Jan-Feb-Mar (JFM) daily-mean T-
2m (K). a) coupled LLJ Q4-Q1, b) uncoupled LLJ Q4-Q1. T-2m differences significant
at 0.1 are stippled. c) May NAO regressed with May 0600 UTC U250 (m/s) field.
Regression coefficients significant at 0.1 are stippled.
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Figure S6: CRv3 dataset: a) Composite differences of May 0600 UTC Z500 (m,
shaded) and Z250 (m, contoured; solid: positive, dashed: negative) between upper and
lower quartile a) LLJC and b) LLJUC years. Differences are computed, for example, by
subtracting the Z500 mean of the first quartile (0-25%) of LLJC frequency years from
the Z500 mean of the fourth quartile (75-100%) of LLJC frequency years (hereafter,
Q4-Q1 composite). Z500 Q4-Q1 composite differences significant at 0.1 are stippled.

Figure S7: a) 21-year running window correlation between May CGT and LLJC (blue)
and LLJUC frequencies (red), computed from CERA-20C 1901-2010 dataset (solid
lines) and CRv3 1836-2015 dataset (dashed lines). For CRv3 only 1870-2015 time
period is shown. In addition, 10-year running mean of May PDO index ( PDO_10) is
shown for CERA20C (solid black) and CRv3 (dashed black).
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Figure S8: Composite differences of May T-2m (K) between a) +��) | + %�$ mi-
nus +��) | − %�$; b) −��) | + %�$ minus −��) | − %�$. Composite differences
significant at 0.1 are stippled. Refer to supplementary Table S1 for constituting years.

Figure S9: a) May 0600 UTC Vg850 (Geostrophic meridional winds; m s−1) averaged
over 30◦-42◦ N for +CGT|+PDO years (soild blue), -CGT|+PDO years (soild red),
+CGT|-PDO years (dashed blue), and -CGT|-PDO years (dashed red). b) May 0600
UTC Vag850 (Ageostrophic meridional winds; m s−1) averaged over 30◦-42◦ N for the
same four composites of years as in (a).
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